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ACQUISITIONS, APPOINTMENTS AND
ALL SYSTEMS GO FOR CATENA MEDIA

Affiliate network Catena Media has
announced a 61% year-on-year increase
in revenue for the third quarter of 2017,
marking the best quarter of growth for
the company since its founding.
In its third financial report of the year,
the company posted revenues of €17.26m,
rising sharply from the €10.73m reported
during the same period of 2016.
This record period was also marked
by a 79% year-on-year increase in new
depositing customers, which grew from
the 56,352 customers reported during Q3
2016 to 100,741 customers in the same
period of 2017.
In a statement released with the figures,
Catena’s acting CEO Henrik Persson Ekdahl
said: “Casino and sport both performed
strongly in Q3 and this trend appears to
continue through Q4. Preparations ahead
of the 2018 Winter Olympics and the FIFA
World Cup are in full swing.
“We are expectant and optimistic
about our strategic, operational and
financial performance, and we eagerly
anticipate the new, forthcoming
challenges that await.”
The company recently agreed a
$350,000 deal to purchase online poker

news and comparison site PokerScout.com,
with the stated aim of taking advantage
of the legalisation of online gaming
in Pennsylvania.
In his closing remarks, Ekdahl shed
more light on the move, saying: “Catena
Media expects a gradual development
of the Pennsylvania business and to be
live within 9-12 months. We also have
very strong domains like PlayUSA.com,
PlayPennsylvania.com and USPoker.com.
Following this opening, Catena Media
will continue to strengthen its presence
on the US market in line with the
company’s growth strategy.”
The company also recently announced
the agreement of a €9.25m deal to purchase
the assets of Malta-based company
Beyondbits Media Limited.
The deal, which includes Beyondbits
sites Aktiendepot.com and Qomparo.de
is subject to an upfront payment of
€9.25m, with €2.75m of this amount
to be paid via the transfer of shares in
Catena Media.
Commenting on the news, Ekdahl added:
“Through this acquisition, we are making
a strategic expansion into a new and
regulated vertical that has grown strongly

and that we have followed for a
long time.”
Furthermore, the Maltese affiliate
network has announced the appointment
of Pia-Lena Olofsson as its new chief
financial officer (CFO), succeeding the
current CFO Claes Wenthzel.
Catena Media have confirmed
that Wenthzel has chosen to resign
from his position due to family reasons,
but will continue to work in the company
until the publication of the interim report
for the period January–March 2018,
whereupon Olofsson will assume the
position as new CFO.
In a statement announcing the
appointment, Ekdahl said: “We are incredibly
pleased to welcome Pia-Lena to the team
at Catena Media. Her previous experience
as CFO in OMX Large-Cap listed companies
will be an important asset for us on our
continued ambitious growth journey.”
Paying tribute to the outgoing
Wenthzel, Ekdahl added: “At the same time,
I would like to thank Claes Wenthzel for his
time in the company, wishing him all the
best for the future. We are happy that we
get to keep Claes in the company during
a transition period.”
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BETTER COLLECTIVE
TAKES ON ROMANIA

CASHMIO SIGNS UP FORMER
MR GREEN HEAD OF AFFILIATES

European affiliate network Better Collective
has furthered its European expansion plans
by obtaining a Romanian affiliate licence and
acquiring local affiliate network PariuriX.
Founded in 2006, PariuriX has quickly
grown and primarily focusses on sports
betting. The company utilises both
professional and amateur tipsters in its
sports betting offering and has developed
a strong customer base in Romania.
Better Collective is continuing its
acquisition-driven European expansion
with this deal, following similar high profile
affiliate network purchases in France, Austria,
Germany and the UK. This move marks
the company’s first foray into the Eastern
European affiliate marketplace.
In a statement announcing the licensing
and acquisition, Michal Kopec, Head of M&A
at Better Collective, said: “With the acquisition
of PariuriX, Better Collective immediately
becomes a leading sportsbetting affiliate in
Romania. Adding another regulated market
to the portfolio of the company is an
important strategic step.
“We are very happy that we are taking over
a well established and recognised brand. The
previous owner, Marius Cădar, has done a
great job in developing PariuriX, and Better
Collective will now use all available resources
to drive this product and brand forward.”
Marius Cădar, Owner & Founder of PariuriX
added: “I’m proud of all the things we
managed to achieve and I am happy to hand
the baton over to Better Collective. I trust that
they can grow the platform even further, while
still maintaining its core values.”

Online casino operator Cashmio has
announced the appointment of Tobias
Regnestam as its chief operating officer,
with effect from 20 November.
Regnestam most recently served as
head of affiliates at Mr Green and previously
occupied the post of affiliate manager for the
online casino brand. He initially started in the
online gaming industry as an ambassador for
Casumo in 2013 after founding a company
selling clothes through retail stores in
Stockholm and Åre in Sweden.
In a statement announcing the
appointment, Cashmio CEO and Co-Founder
Maria Boelius said: “We at Cashmio are super
excited for Tobias joining our happy team!
He will be part of our management team,
contributing in structuring our company and
workflow, with overall responsibility over
customer acquisition.
“With his background in affiliate
management and his positive can-do attitude,
we feel that he is the perfect match for

Cashmio and can help us take the next
step in becoming a serious player in the
gaming market.”
Cashmio’s new COO added: “It is with great
honour and excitement that I’m joining the
world’s happiest casino and to that being able
to step in as COO makes it just so much more
intriguing. I’m looking forward to joining the
already amazing crew at Cashmio and to see
what great things we’ll be able to accomplish
together moving forward!”

GLOBAL GAMING HIRES NEW HEAD OF AFFILIATES
Online gaming supplier Global Gaming
has announced the appointment of Elaine
Gardiner as its new head of affiliates.
Gardiner joins from Cherry Group,
having worked for the operator’s affiliate
division since 2013, most recently holding
the position of senior affiliate program
manager. Gardiner also previously served as
an affiliate manager for online sportsbook
and casino site YouWin and has more than
eight years’ experience in the online gaming
industry having held several affiliate
management roles.
In her new role, she will be responsible
for the development of the company’s
affiliate department as the company looks
to further expand its brands which include
Ninja Casino, Kotikasino and Viking Slots.
In a statement announcing the
appointment, Global Gaming CMO Morten
Madsen said: “It’s a coup for us to welcome

Elaine to the Global Gaming team, she
has strong track record and knowledge of
the affiliate industry, helping improve the
performance of Cherry Affiliates during her
spell with the operator, which was a major
factor in our decision to appoint her as our
new head of affiliates.
“This is an investment in our affiliate
department and it is just one of the many
areas we are developing to support our
future growth strategy.”
Gardiner added: “I’m thrilled to
have been given the opportunity to
head Global Gaming’s affiliate division
and I am looking forward to this new
chapter in my career.
“Myself and the company share the
same ambitions, and it’s an exciting time
to join such a fast-growing business. We
have a number of interesting projects in
the pipeline, so watch this space.”

AXL AFFILIATES ACQUIRES ASTUTE MEDIA FOR £22M
Online gaming affiliate network AXL
Affiliates has announced the acquisition
of UK-based media company Astute
Media and its 12 subsidiary companies
in a £22m deal.
Astute Media is a global advertising
platform that delivers over 900m
advertisement impressions per day, through
its 12 subsidiaries. With this purchase AXL
Affiliates hopes to reach new markets and
territories while strengthening its position in
the sportsbetting affiliate sector.

AXL Affiliates Ltd delivers 6000 new
depositing customers per month from its
own in-house network of 2000+ gaming
and sports-related websites.
Earlier this year AXL Affiliates acquired the
UK’s TipsBettingMedia Ltd for £260,000 and
affiliate website oddstake.com for, what was
at the time, a record €1.15m deal.
In a statement announcing the acquisition,
Alex Munteanu, Founder and President
of AXL Affiliates said: “With this amazing
acquisition, our biggest so far, we are

reaching new heights in our quest to become
the leading iGaming affiliate company in
the world. AXL Affiliates is a fast-growing
company and I am confident that this
acquisition will double the leads that we are
delivering to our iGaming partners.”
Munteanu added: “As a result of this
acquisition, in the coming weeks AXL Affiliates
will send 10x more traffic to its partners. Our
expectations are that by mid-2018 the AXL
group will be able to organically send more
than 25,000 leads per month.”
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invaluable insight into website and traffic trends across the gaming industry.
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Turning trafﬁc
to treasure

Dave Gowans, Managing Director of conversion optimisation specialists Browser
To Buyer, demonstrates six proven ways to increase affiliate conversion rates
Conversion Rate Optimisation (CRO) has become a vital tool for
most online businesses. The ability to make small changes to a
site and use an A/B test to measure their impact has generated
billions of dollars of revenue for companies worldwide. With a
good A/B test increasing a site’s conversion rate by 20% or more,
a well run CRO programme means getting significantly more
revenue from the same traffic.
For affiliates though, CRO can be challenging. Not only is the
industry extremely competitive, but the nature of the business
means that affiliates have very little visibility or control over the
actual conversion funnel where the most users drop out.
This has led many affiliates to focus on other areas, yet the
potential from CRO is huge. Most clients I’ve worked with have
seen 30% or more increases in revenue within just a few months
and one affiliate site calculated that conversion optimisation
was worth over $20,000 per week to them.

EFFECTIVE CRO FOR AFFILIATES

Despite these challenges, the approach affiliates should take to
conversion optimisation is to focus on using data and research
to understand exactly what it is that stops your visitors from
converting, then run tests which overcome these problems.
That process starts with great user research. A great starting
point is to use tools such as:

• Web Analytics This needs to be set up well so that there is

full tracking of exactly what links users are clicking and where,
allowing you to understand which pages, links and traffic
convert the best and where the opportunities are to improve.

• Qualitative Analysis Tools Using a tool such as Hotjar (www.

hotjar.com) will allow you to gather qualitative data about users.
This includes everything from heatmaps and clickmaps (showing
where users click and read) and session recordings (allowing
you to replay real user interactions) to onsite polls (gathering
valuable information about your visitors, such as “What do you
look for in a new casino?”).

• User Testing Although typically focused on usability issues,

user tests can be hugely valuable in understanding user
motivation and behaviours. Services like WhatUsersDo (www.
whatusersdo.com) have a panel of thousands of users. For a small
fee you can set a task and see a video of a real user talking as they

complete it. This can be very useful in showing where people
struggle after clicking out to operator sites giving valuable
insights into why they don’t convert.
Gathering this data is just the first step. Interpreting it is even
more important. At Browser to Buyer, we aim to identify two things:

• Barriers Things that would make a user less likely to convert,
such as not trusting an operator site or not knowing how to
claim a bonus.

• Motivators Things that would make a user more likely to
convert if they knew about them, for example an operator
featuring their favourite game or a particularly good bonus.
Once you have identified the top Barriers and Motivators for
your users, it’s then all about influencing those users to convert.

6 WAYS TO INFLUENCE YOUR USERS

Improving your conversion rate is all about overcoming the
Barriers and promoting the Motivators of your users, but there are
some techniques that work better for affiliates than others. Having
significantly increased conversion rates for over 50 sites worldwide
including leading affiliate sites in the travel, money, gaming and
web hosting industries, here are some of the most effective ways
I’ve found to make a big difference to your conversion rate:

1.

Give users what they want
The easiest way to get a user to convert is to give them exactly
what they want. Your data should show what information people
are most interested in and their biggest concerns when they
visit your site. It’s then easy to make sure that the most relevant
information is presented to them. For example, if your users are
most concerned about payout times, make sure this information
is given the most prominence on the site.

2.

Solve problems before they happen
Most issues for users will happen once they’ve clicked out to an
operator site. Whether this is a usability problem, a bonus which
doesn’t match what they were promised or the user doesn’t find
the games they expected, there are hundreds of things which
can stop that user from registering and depositing.

on one affiliate site, we added a 30
second countdown timer to an offer
shown to users. This simple change gave
a 16% increase in the number of
users clicking the offer
This is where user testing is extremely valuable. By watching these
users you can see where they struggle and anticipate those problems.
Is it unclear which link to click on the landing page? Is a
code needed to claim a bonus? Try adding information before
the user clicks out to overcome these problems.
By preparing users for issues and helping them to overcome
them, you can significantly increase the conversion rate for
your users on the operator site.

3. Test your programmes and offers

With hundreds of great affiliate programs and offers available, it
can be tempting to promote as many as possible. A huge range

DaVE Gowan
means that users will probably find something they like but this
can bring the challenge of a paradox of choice. How can a user
find the right site for them?
It’s important to split test offers against each other. Which
programmes convert best for your traffic and how many should
you offer? Do you focus on giving the widest range possible, or
on putting all your sales efforts into convincing people to sign
up for one or two sites? Find the right programs that convert
and give the most revenue for your visitors, then test them
against each other.

4. Have a little fun!

Users like to play and like to win, so use this to your advantage.
A great technique I tested with a gaming affiliate was to offer a
slot-machine experience on the site which allowed the user to
“win” a bonus at one of the partner casinos. This was a great way
to drive more conversions. By using people’s desire to play and
win, it got them engaged. Once the user had “won” the bonus,
feelings of loss aversion would kick in. The visitors felt they now
“owned” the bonus and didn’t want to give it up – so were less
likely to drop out.

5. Test the presentation of offers

There are many ways to show the same offer, and this can have a
significant impact on how many users click. A single offer from an
operator could be presented as a $200 bonus, a 2000% matched
bonus or a 20X matched bonus for example. Do your users
respond better to a bigger number (2000%) or do real monetary
values work better ($200)? How does this work in the context of
other offers on your site? These are all things that you can and
should be testing to increase the number of clicks.

6. Use psychology

Psychology, behavioural economics and persuasive techniques
can all be extremely effective in convincing users to convert.
For example on one affiliate site, we added a 30 second countdown
timer to an offer shown to users. This simple change gave a 16%
increase in the number of users clicking the offer. By playing on the
concepts of urgency and loss aversion, users were compelled to act.

WHAT’S NEXT?

Whether you choose to run conversion optimisation yourself,
or hire an agency like Browser to Buyer to handle it for you, the
return on investment is clear. CRO makes your existing traffic
work harder and increases your competitiveness. Imagine what
a 10 - 20% increase in your conversion rate would mean for
your site? If you don’t do it, your competitors will.
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A clean
sweep:
Raketech
Michael Holmberg, CEO of affiliate
giant Raketech, talks to Trafficology
about the firm’s explosive growth and
successful acquisition strategy, and
what the future holds for the affiliate
industry in terms of regulation

What has been the biggest challenge for Raketech over
the last 12 months?
We have grown the company in so many areas over the last year. You
could say that we have transformed from an entrepreneurial company
to now being an enterprise. Growing as fast as we have of course brings
some challenges, which introduces new demands on us as a market
leader and larger employer.
I believe we have professionalised the company a lot – you
can’t really compare Raketech today with Raketech a year ago. It is
probably best manifested in our corporate rebrand, but there has
been a vast amount of activity going on during the year both
internally and externally.

A successful acquisition will complement our existing portfolio and
help Raketech develop. This could be by entering new regions and
verticals, bringing in specific tools or products, gaining talented staff
with the deal, or taking strategic lessons from the process.

You have acquired a number of affiliate sites across a variety of
sectors in recent months. Given this diversity, how do you assess
your acquisitions in a consistent way to ensure you get the best
value from them?
We have a process to evaluate all potential acquisitions. The types
of things we look at include the inner workings of the business and
strategy, quality of content and UX, the personality of owners and staff,
an audit of partners and deals (respected/licensed operators etc.) and
finally an in-depth look at their financial performance and projections.
It’s essential for us to meet with the owners to ensure they are
aligned with our own beliefs and vision. We like to negotiate an
appropriate earn-out period to ensure that the current management
team invests in the long-term future of the business.
And once a suitable deal is agreed we have a clear plan for
integration and optimisation.

Raketech launched in 2010 as a poker affiliate, but has since
diversified into other sectors within the gambling industry. Was
there a specific event or trigger that led to you diversifying into
other areas of online gaming and why did you change?
Our founders started out as professional poker players, and when
being a poker pro became more competitive, they started to focus
on the business side of the industry, spotted an opportunity and
shifted to affiliation.
It was the right time to try something new. Being a good poker
player involves being able to read situations, spot opportunities, and
adapt. The poker boom was over, player numbers started declining,
while casino and sports betting was on the rise.
We are always looking for new opportunities, such as our latest
venture, a Twitch streaming channel called The Gambling Cabin.
By being at the forefront of product development and being relevant
to the end user, we also become relevant to the operators. It´s a
win-win partnership.

What makes a good affiliate acquisition?
Every acquisition should be profitably sound and have the potential to
grow. With the recent acquisitions of BetXpert, PokerNet, TVsporten.dk
and TVmatchen.nu, among others, we have a successful track record of
finding attractive assets.

How has the €70m loan facility agreed earlier this year
enabled you to grow your business?
The investment has enabled us to transform from a tech start-up into
a leading enterprise in our industry. We have doubled our workforce,
expanded our office and improved IT infrastructure.

This investment also enabled the acquisition of some exciting new
companies, in new areas.
The business has come under fire in the past over the use of childfacing web domains to promote its affiliate business, how has the
company as a whole learned from the incident?
The website was barnverket.nu and was not child-facing in itself, but
instead is a parent-facing website. It had the name of an independent
organisation and provided information and advice for parents. The
domain was separate to Raketech’s business and was obtained as part
of a deal for a casino affiliate company.
In this instance, our due diligence failed when reviewing the domains
we acquired. As soon as the website was brought to our attention,
we closed it immediately and handed over the domain to the
organisation that operates barnverket.se.
We have a team of people responsible for ensuring we have no
similar breaches of our ethics policy, and stricter processes are in place
to check all published content going forward.
How does being located in Malta enhance your business offering?
Being based in Malta is great for business. We are based in Europe’s
online gaming hub, and it has a lot of advantages. We are close to
our partners, game suppliers, land-based casinos, other affiliates,
Maltese regulators, industry influencers, professional gamblers,
poker professionals... the list goes on.
Malta is a very vibrant place to be in general with many
entrepreneurs and a forward-looking attitude which is very inspiring.
Being surrounded by industry influencers, leaders and our
customers means we are close to the pulse and can stay in touch
with the industry. We are also in the right place to recruit talented
industry people and to seek out M&A opportunities.
Do you believe the affiliate sector would ultimately benefit from
more regulation or will it be fine to continue as it currently is?
Regulation is a good thing when the rules make sense and guidelines
are feasible. The scrutiny and bad press surrounding affiliates and online
gambling can only be solved by companies doing more collectively.

Michael Holmberg
I don’t think that the affiliate industry needs to be regulated as
such, but there does need to be a clear code of conduct followed
by both operators and affiliates, and bad actors need to be cleared
out of the industry.
Affiliates and operators should work together to develop a clear
and concise agreement on precisely what to do, what not to do, and
why. This will make things fairer for everyone involved, customers,
operators, affiliates, and regulators.
Raketech’s primary focus over the last few years has been
the Scandinavian market. Do you have any plans to diversify
into other markets in the future?

Scandinavia is in our DNA and is where the company started.
However, we have begun to put more emphasis into regulated
markets such as the UK and Spain.

I don’t think that the affiliate
industry needs to be regulated as
such, but there does need to be a clear
code of conduct followed by both
operators and affiliates
We are not specifically targeting a region, but watching the
industry develop is very interesting. A fully regulated US market
would be a good thing for the global gaming industry.
You were only appointed as CEO of Raketech earlier
this year, how would you describe the past nine months?
Is there anything you would change?
The past nine months have been an exciting journey for the whole
company, including myself, in building the company for the future.
This includes a review of our whole foundation, review of values,
strategic pillars, new brand and operating model.
Looking back, I can´t say there is anything I would change, but
one could always wish for more hours in a day when there is so much
to do, so much passion for building the best products for the future
and to get things done.
I am quite impatient and want things to happen quicker than
what is always feasible when I set my sights on a particular direction.
But here I have great support from our board of directors in putting
things into perspective and identifying exactly how fast we can
move forward in our company journey. That is very valuable.
The company has recently rebranded with a responsible
gambling slant, what necessitated this change and how
long has this been in the pipeline?
Raketech has changed so much over the past two years,
growing in every aspect. We needed a new brand identity to
reflect what Raketech means today, communicating our values,
mission and vision.
We looked at where we were as a business and where we wanted
to be. We started with an internal process to identify our core values,
after consulting staff and stakeholders. We then looked at updating
our mission and vision to incorporate our strategic objectives,
combined with our core values.
The gambling industry is shifting towards being more responsible,
and we champion this change. It’s great to see a lot of operators already
doing more to generate awareness of responsible gambling and
launching tools to help protect their customers.
We are serious about corporate responsibility and believe it is the
way the industry needs to proceed to be sustainable. We want to be
the driving force behind making affiliate marketing responsible,
working closely with operators, charities, and regulators.
How will the introduction of GDPR affect Raketech?
Over the past year, we have invested in projects to ensure GDPR
compliance. Some of the notable changes included changes to our
network infrastructure, investment in a UTM solution, and a review
of internal policies and procedures.
We welcome the extra protection of personal data. With an
increase in global cybercrime, it is essential to protect personal
information, especially within the online gambling industry, where
the collection of various forms of personal data is required, and high
levels of financial transactions happen every second.
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Giving data its day: GDPR
Stuart McMaster, Partner at international law firm Mishcon de Reya tells
Trafficology about the potential impact of the forthcoming general data
protection regulations on the affiliate industry

When it comes to personal data, how do regulators find the
right balance between allowing the digital economy to thrive,
and protecting the privacy rights of individuals? This is one of the
great questions of the digital age, and the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) pushes the needle towards giving individuals
greater control over their own personal data.
Many of the GDPR’s principles are already contained in our
existing data protection laws, however, it does introduce a number
of new principles and concepts, and - if they haven’t already done
so - affiliates must assess whether their business models need to be
upgraded in preparation.
On 25 May 2018 the GDPR will apply with immediate effect.
One of the major changes is that the GDPR has global reach; it
will apply to any affiliate that handles personal data relating to
end-users located in the EU, regardless of where the affiliate is
located. The GDPR will also apply to any affiliate that is located
in the EU even if they only handle personal data relating to endusers located outside the EU.
Affiliates can engage in a wide-range of marketing activities,
which involve different levels of contact with personal data. Some
activities involve a heavy degree of contact with personal data, such
as running prize competitions in order to compile marketing lists, or
profiling end-users.

The starting point for an affiliate is to identify how much personal
data it actually handles. It is important to note that “personal data”
can cover much more than just lists of names and contact details for
end-users. Personal data is any information relating to an individual,
as long as that individual could (with reasonable effort) be identified
directly or indirectly from it.
So any dataset which can be organised by IP address, MAC
address, or cookie identifier, and used to create profiles of endusers and identify them, may count as a list of personal data.
While this is already reflected to some extent in current law, the
GDPR cements the point and moves it slightly further forward
(e.g. by mentioning location data as something which could
constitute personal data). Note that the GDPR does not apply
to fully anonymised data (e.g. data which has been hashed in
a way which cannot subsequently be reversed).
The GDPR applies to everything that an affiliate could
possibly do with personal data. That includes collecting it, using
it, or transferring it to others. It also covers more basic actions such
as simply storing the data or erasing it. Each of those actions counts
as the ‘processing’ of personal data, and each action must be
carried out in accordance with certain key principles.
One of the main principles is that each processing action must
be “lawful”. Processing will only be lawful in certain conditions,
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such as where the end-user has freely given their consent to their
data being processed for a particular purpose; or where the affiliate
(or operator) has a legitimate interest in the processing being
carried out, and that interest outweighs any countervailing privacy
concerns that end-users could conceivably have.
The GDPR makes it somewhat harder for affiliates to rely on
consent as the lawful basis for their processing activities. First, the
end-user must be readily given the ability to withdraw their consent
at any time. Secondly, the GDPR indicates that pre-ticked consent
boxes will no longer satisfy as legislation compliance. If affiliates
have previously relied on pre-ticked consent boxes, it may become
necessary for them to obtain fresh consents which the end-user
actively ticks. This may lead to a decline in the number of end-users
who choose to opt-in.
At the time of writing, we are waiting for further guidance
from the regulators regarding consent. One of the key outstanding
questions is whether it will be necessary for affiliates to get endusers to actively tick multiple consent boxes (with a separate tick
box for distinct processing activities). Affiliates should note that
further changes to the way in which consent is used for direct
marketing are on the horizon, with the proposed e-privacy
directive progressing in the background.
Affiliates may be able to rely on legitimate interests instead
of consent to provide a lawful basis for their processing activities.
The GDPR does helpfully indicate that “the processing of personal
data for direct marketing purposes may be regarded as carried out
for a legitimate interest”. However, in order to rely on legitimate
interests, it may be necessary for a formal written privacy impact
assessment to have been carried out by the affiliate (or the
operator, where applicable).
These privacy impact assessments are designed to assess
any possible risks for the end-users, so that those risks can be
mitigated or avoided altogether. And, in the same way that endusers can withdraw their consent to the processing of their data,
so end-users can challenge whether an affiliate or operator does
have a legitimate interest in processing their data.
It will be interesting to see how much uptake there is from
affiliates in using ‘legitimate interests’ rather than consent as the
lawful basis for their processing activities. Of course, many affiliates
will still need to obtain consent for their direct marketing activities

(as distinct from their processing activities). So would it be better
to just use consent for everything (and avoid the need to carry out
written privacy impact assessments)? The best way forward may
be to rely on a mixture of consent for direct marketing activities
and legitimate interests for processing activities, especially if this
minimises the number of boxes that end-users need to actively tick.
Another key principle of the GDPR is that end-users must be told in
explicit terms how their personal data will be used, and it must not be
used for any other purpose. Where an affiliate controls personal data
and makes decisions about how that data will be used, it must publish
a privacy policy to inform end-users about what the affiliate plans to do
with their personal data. Privacy policies will need to be more detailed
than before when the GDPR comes into force.
As well as explaining how personal data will be handled, it is also
necessary to explain why the use of the data is justified. If the legal
basis for handling data is that the end-user has given their consent,
then the end-user must be informed of their right to withdraw that
consent at any time. There is still some uncertainty about just how
explicit privacy policies will need to be when explaining what will
be done with personal data (especially as they are also meant to
be concise and easy-to-read); further guidance on the topics of
consent and transparency is expected by the end of 2017.
There are a number of other principles that affiliates must
comply with whenever they handle personal data. For example,
personal data must be kept securely, so that it cannot be hacked
or stolen. Given its intrinsic value, affiliates tend to score highly
when it comes to data security. There are other principles that
affiliates need to consider more carefully, such as the principle
that personal data should not be held for longer than is necessary,
and should be deleted once it is no longer fit for purpose.
One of the key changes introduced by the GDPR is that it is
no longer only the data controllers who can be fined; for some
breaches of the GDPR, the regulator will be able to go after both the
data controller and the data processor (unless one of them is able to
show that it was not in any way responsible for the breach). Affiliates
should comply with the principles set out in the GDPR whenever they
handle personal data, even the personal data is not their own data.
For example, if an operator sends a list of self-excluded players
to an affiliate (so that the affiliate can ensure that it does not send
marketing materials to those players), then the affiliate will be
required to comply with some of the key GDPR principles as regards
that list. Security would be a key concern here (given the possible
sensitivities for any individual whose name is on a self-exclusion
list); amongst other things, the list would need to be suitability
encrypted, and handled by as few people as possible.
In general terms, the GDPR seeks to re-balance the relationship
between businesses and consumers by making it easier for consumers
to take control of “their” data. This has resulted in the introduction of
some new rights for individuals, including the right to be forgotten, and
the right to data portability. The first gives individuals the right to have
their personal data deleted by an affiliate where there is no compelling
reason for its continued processing. If an affiliate has already shared the
data with an operator, it will need to inform the operator of the deletion
request (unless this would be impossible or would involve
disproportionate effort).
The right to data portability means that end-users can ask
any business which holds their data to transfer certain aspects of
it to another business. The right to data portability does not apply
in all circumstances, but there has been some speculation as to
whether this will lead to operators and/or affiliates attempting to
get hold of the detailed player profiles held by other businesses,
by incentivising their customers to make data portability requests.
The final point to note is that the GDPR also increases the
potential fines which can be imposed by regulators for noncompliance.
In the UK, the maximum possible fine will increase from £500k
up to €20m (or, if higher, 4% of global annual turnover). It is safe
to say that compliance with data protection laws will be an everincreasing focus for affiliates and operators.
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Financial Trading
Afﬁliates 101
The growth in the number of affiliates serving the financial
services sector is obvious to anyone who has attended an affiliate
tradeshow recently. In the first of a series of articles covering this
market, here is Trafficology’s quick guide to the important similarities
and differences between gaming and financial affiliate marketing

In broad terms, the relationship between affiliates and forex
brokers is largely similar to that operated in the gaming affiliate
world. In forex, affiliates refer potential traders to online forex
brokers via their respective websites. The referral is active when
a potential trader clicks a link or a banner provided by an affiliate
and later on registers to trade with the broker.
A potential trader visiting a broker’s website through an
affiliate link, who later goes on to register an account becomes
a referral or a client under the affiliate. When the client places
funds in his or her account and starts trading, the affiliate will
start receiving commissions based on that client’s
trading activities.
Referral links often comprise a short line of code after
the broker’s domain name to disclose the fact that the
client is accessing this through an affiliate.
In a lot of ways, forex affiliates are similar to introducing
brokers in that they provide referrals to a main market provider
and are compensated for that introduction via payment of a
fee, however they differ from introducing brokers in that they
do not need to have an office or sales staff.
Becoming an affiliate with a forex broker is relatively easy and
straight-forward, in most cases an agreement is signed by both
parties (the affiliate and the broker’s affiliate manager), in which
the terms and conditions are written down and the commissions
are defined. Once these are agreed, the affiliate will complete the
process by providing identity verification documentation.
As with some of the larger gambling affiliates, larger forex
brokers have to take good care of their affiliates, primarily
because building a network of partners on a global scale in the
forex industry is integral in maintaining their long term financial
viability. Many forex brokers now provide a personal affiliate

account manager for their partners and in the same way
as they would in the gambling affiliate sector, the manager
is charged with liaising with the client to maintain
the relationship.
Forex affiliates are typically compensated in the same
way as their gambling affiliate cousins, generally via Rebate,
Cost Per Acquisition, Cost Per Lead, Revenue Sharing or a
hybrid of one of these models.
A WORLD OF OPPORTUNITY
Forex trading, and by extension forex affiliate marketing, offers
significant opportunities, but relies on two things: Robust financial
security systems and a regulatory framework which is clean,
transparent and permits these types of transactions.
As countries around the globe make their financial markets
more open and transparent, forex affiliate networks can expand
their respective reach. In Europe, forex trading is only banned
in Belgium. In the diversified markets of the Middle East, Cyprus
remains the top destination in which to establish forex trading
practice. Serving as a gateway to Europe and a regional hub,
Cyprus is one of the leading international forex jurisdictions,
albeit one under the microscope (see section below).
In North America, home to some of the biggest forex
brokers in the world, trading is highly regulated and the high
costs associated with getting approved to offer services make
the market very hard to break into.
As a result, this restrictive market has undergone a period of
consolidation despite its immense size, with just a handful of
companies remaining to legally serve North American clients.
In South America, Chile offers a forex trading licence for firms
approved by the SVS (Superintendencia de Valores y Seguros),

while many of its neighbours have permitted forex traders
to operate in its markets free of specific regulation.
Moving to Africa, and it’s a bit of a mixed bag, with some of
the more developed countries choosing to move forward and
allow regulated forex traders and by extension forex affiliates
to operate within their borders.
Only South Africa has chosen to formalise forex trading
regulations and offers a forex licence regulated by the FSB
(Financial Services Board) which is highly respected in the region.
One of the biggest retail forex markets in its own right, Japan
remains an island unto itself with regulated online brokerage
groups targeting traders in neighbouring Asian countries
based on Australian, Hong Kong, and even UK licences.
Despite a growing focus on developing markets recently,
Europe remains the leading region in terms of the number of
markets welcoming forex brokers while ensuring trader safety.
A European licence is often the most sought after by firms that
operate in markets where a local legal framework is not available.
One of the potentially big forex marketplaces of the future
is India, which despite its status as one of the world’s fastest
growing economies, has not yet formulated regulations
on forex trading, and by virtue of this, is one of the world’s
great untapped affiliate markets.
INCREASING REGULATORY SCRUTINY
The way in which countries deal with the retail forex trading
industry varies from region to region, and you would be wrong
in assuming that there is one cohesive understanding amongst
them. Long gone are the days when regulators turned a blind
eye to small traders/affiliates and their dealings with brokers.
Today, we see regulators becoming - whether voluntarily or not increasingly interested and involved in the dealings with affiliates
and their brokers. Countries have set up regulatory frameworks
that protect customers, whilst creating restrictions for those
wishing to engage in forex trading.

Cypriot regulators are already looking closely at ﬁnancial afﬁliate activity
It was reported that the Israeli treasury makes around US$2bn
per annum from online trading, according to analysis recently
published by affiliate site Finance Magnates. Approximately
US$1.25bn of this total comes from binary options. These figures
have ruffled a few feathers of those in the Israel Securities
Association (ISA), sparking an investigation into the legitimacy

of binary options and whether or not they should be banned in
the region. Although the ISA has already outlawed soliciting to
Israeli customers, it is now seeking to ban all solicitation from
Israel-based call centres to anywhere else in the world.
Israel isn’t the only region looking into the relationships
between affiliates brokers. Earlier this year, the Cyprus Securities

Today, we see regulators
becoming - whether voluntarily
or not - increasingly interested
and involved in dealings with
affiliates and their brokers
and Exchange Commission (CySEC) published a new
circular looking closely at the activities and use of affiliates.
The investigation highlights the fact that regulated brokers
are required to supervise how the affiliates they use are
targeting end clients.
According to the news, Cyprus Investment Firms (CIFs)
will now have to ensure that the affiliate partners they are
involved with are using appropriate marketing materials.
The circular places a great deal of emphasis on the fact that
due diligence on the part of brokers will need to include the
identity of the owners or representatives of affiliate websites.
In the hopes of strengthening this framework, Israel intends
to create a more transparent and legitimate way in order to
safeguard retail clients.
MIFID II ON THE HORIZON
The implications for introducing brokers (IBs) and affiliates relates
to MiFID II requirements for ‘tied agents’. In turn, the regulation’s
definition of a tied agent is a firm that has responsibility to one
MiFID II conforming investment firm, for whom it acts on behalf
as it promotes investment services, provides the service of either
receiving and transmitting trading orders, placing financial
instruments or providing investment advice.
Some of the limitations placed on IBs are in relation to tied
agents. For example, a tied agent cannot provide investment
services on behalf of more than one MiFID II-regulated
investment firm. In addition, if an IB or affiliate does not fall
under the scope of MiFID II, then they are only allowed to
continue introducing clients to investment firms. However,
they are no longer legally allowed to facilitate transactions or be
involved in any way in the receiving and transmitting of orders.
Whilst this already seems a heavy load to carry for IBs,
there’s more. Article 24(9) of MiFID II states that investment
firms will breach their responsibilities when they pay or are
paid a fee of commission from a third party who is not a client.
However, there is an exception. If the third party enhances the
quality of service to the client and doesn’t impair the investment
firm’s regulatory compliance to act honestly and fairly, this does
not make them liable.
With all that said, it’s somewhat unclear as to where
that leaves affiliates and IBs. The only aspect that is entirely
guaranteed is the fact that there is another round to be
fought, and many won’t make it to hear the next bell.

Google’s recent update and increasing
use of artificial intelligence means
climbing SERPS through link building
is much more difficult. Will this
strategy be a thing of the past or
is there a future for link acquisition
in your SEO strategy?

CHRISTIAN STRUTT
Owner and Managing
Director, Lucky Media

“There is a new industry opinion in 2018,
that the days of the one-man band ripping
the Google SERPs apart on a shoestring
budget, are now finally dead”

Most of us online digital marketers, and certainly all of us
SEOs, have heard of Google’s Rankbrain. This is Google’s new
self-learning Artificial Intelligence programme that has been
revolutionising the SERPs in recent months. This AI programme
focuses on Artificial Natural Intelligence (laser-targeted) rather
than Artificial General Intelligence or Artificial Super Intelligence
(multi-functional). So, as RankBrain collects more data specifically
about the online gaming industry (every web page published
in the industry; and every single backlink in our industry) this
AI update is becoming more effective, literally on a daily basis.
Launched in 2015, this radical new algorithm update has
arguably had a lot more impact already on the online gambling
business than either Panda (2011 - focussing on de-ranking
low quality content) and Penguin (2012 targeting low quality
backlinks). Google cites RankBrain at its third most important
ranking factor. Google operates a business that functions on
advertising revenue though; not through helping SEOs acquire
their Adwords traffic a ot more cost-effectively; so often one
questions the fine line between information and disinformation.
What most SEOs do not realise is just how effective the
RankBrain update has been. For industries such as online
gaming, this algorithm update has been completely shredding
many webmasters’ income, particularly those smaller affiliates
that have historically relied on black hat and grey hat link building
techniques. In fact, this algorithm update has obviously been
rendering a lot of old white hat SEO techniques completely
redundant. There is a new industry opinion in 2018, that the
days of the one-man band ripping the Google SERPs apart
on a shoestring budget, are now finally dead.
One of the main reasons that Google’s RankBrain is so successful
is because it is highly refined and focussed specifically on niche
industries like online casino, poker, bingo, lottery and sports betting.
In fact, because RankBrain focuses on Artificial Natural Intelligence,
which is one particular thing such as a specific slot game, pushing
sites/web pages up the SERP’s really has now become a whole new

ball game; arguably for the first time ever. Similar to e-mail
spam filters which specifically block keywords such as“viagra”
or “casino”, RankBrain has taken SEO to a new granular level that
requires a lot more expertise than in previous years. The days of
buying cheap SEO gigs on Fiverr really are dead – unless of course
you’re looking to reach for the sky and implement a negative SEO
attack on a brand, for some reason like a brand has just closed its
affiliate programme down in a rogue fashion!
So we move onto the burning questions – is link building
now ineffective? Am I now wasting my marketing budget on
link building?n short, the answer is no, but now you have to
do it ‘properly’ and stick to purely white hat methodologies.
Whatever the future of the SERPSs in Google, it’s safe to say
that off-site SEO (link building) will never become valueless. There
will never be a day when Google would totally disregard backlinks.
It would be physically impossible for Google to ever disregard the
backlink profiles of websites and pages. Not only would it destroy
all of its client relationships (revenue) if Google did this (as virtually
all of their AdWords customers also rely on organic traffic for
revenue), but also the search engine would change overnight.
Then the whole world would shift over to other search engines
such as Bing, Yahoo and Yandex, as at the end of the day “content
is king”, to coin a cliché.
The future of link building is quality over quantity.
The days of employing automated SEO content generating
software and link building software are now truly over. Sure
you might get lucky here and there using those techniques,
but really the future of SEO link building strategy is down to
high quality relevant backlinks that have engaging social signals.
The future of SEO strategy is not buying apparently targeted links
just because they are hosted on high authority sites any more.
The future of SEO link building strategy is about quality, and
being prepared to invest a lot more on a CPL (Cost Per Link)
basis. And how do Lucky Media intend to do that? Well that
would be telling wouldn’t it!

JULIA LOGAN

SEO Consultant, Irish Wonder
“Affiliate sites can also get away with a lot more
than operator sites – they do not have a brand they
cannot risk, their sites are often replaceable so they
can churn and burn even if they get a penalty for
being too aggressive”
Looking at Google SERPs today, we see a number of new
elements: Apart from the usual ads and organic results,
there are often Knowledge Graph cards, rich snippets and
other elements which distract attention from the regular
results. Ranking #1 may no longer be enough.
Besides, ranking #1 has become more difficult. Links
have traditionally been one of the key ranking factors and
they still are, but with Penguin now being a real-time part
of Google’s algorithm, getting wrong links can be a costly
mistake with almost immediate consequences.
What’s ranking in the top value online gaming SERPs
today are mostly operators with large budgets and long
history – however, for many of them the traditional link
acquisition route has been buying links which is a tactic
frowned at by Google.
As a sidenote, I have recently seen quite a few operators
invest into private networks instead of buying links – which,
if done properly, may be a much safer tactic as they give a
site better control over its links. Links could be added,
removed, modified at any point, and they add a lot more
competitive advantage than buying links on the same sites
as all your competitors, dumping those huge budgets into
a zero sum game. Let’s face it, content marketing sounds
awesome in theory for most verticals – but you can only do
so much in online gaming. A lot of ideas have already been
done to death which means nobody is interested in linking
to them any longer, and for brands who struggle to come
up with new original ideas, a private network may be a
more solid and reliable approach.
Researching competition has become more difficult,
too – it’s no longer enough to look at a competing site’s
backlinks in a backlink reporting tool. With links getting
disavowed by many sites as a result of a penalty or as a
preventive measure, what’s being reported may not be
accurate as compared to what’s being really counted
by Google.
Furthermore, because Google now employs AI, every
SERP can be different in terms of what ranks there and
why. This is why most “ranking factor studies” can be
thrown in the bin – if they do not study your particular
vertical they may as well not apply at all.
Operators have traditionally depended on affiliate
links too – but under the threat of potential penalties

for links from overly aggressively marketed sites, they
are now trying to distance themselves from affiliate
sites sending them traffic by using proxy domains,
redirects, etc.
However, Google is a search engine, and people using
it to search have their own expectations. If an operator is
well-known and popular among online players, not finding
it in the SERPs makes Google look bad. Hence, having
an easily recognisable brand may be a ticket to ranking
well. Sometimes, users may even search for brandrelated queries.
However, the SERPs are still full of not only challenges
but also opportunities. If you search for “casino games” in
Google UK, the rich snippet appearing there may not be
the best kind of information searchers expect to see –
how many people searching for “casino games” really
need a list of games from Wikipedia? If, however, any
other site could come up with better worded, better
formatted information that searchers would find more
useful, that Wikipedia snippet could easily be replaced
by something else.
Also, regardless of sites ranking organically, the images
displayed in the Knowledge Graph card on the right of the
aforementioned SERPs for “casino games” come almost
exclusively from affiliate sites. These images appear there
because they rank well in Google Image search. Why do
they rank so well in the image search? Because often,
onsite SEO of affiliate sites is much better than that of
operators with their large SEO budgets!
Of course affiliate sites can also get away with a lot
more than operator sites – they do not have a brand they
cannot risk, their sites are often replaceable so they can
churn and burn even if they get a penalty for being too
aggressive. Maybe more importantly, affiliates are mostly
much more flexible in implementing any changes on their
sites and in their SEO strategy and tactics than large operator
brands. Hence, being a small affiliate without a large budget
may be not only a challenge but an opportunity, too – they
can adjust to the ever-changing game rules of Google
much faster and better.
It is always worth looking at existing challenges as
opportunities, and the first site to see these opportunities
will always win.
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A TRIP DOWN MEMORY LANE…
Remember online gambling ten years ago? Well, back then in the
heyday of gambling, I was sitting behind a screen as a customer service
agent. Unlike other industries, here I may be considered somewhat of a
veteran – one that witnessed the crazy evolution
of the past decade, to which I’d like to dedicate this piece to.
GAMBLING GOES MAINSTREAM
2005 Bwin acquires Ongame network for a total estimated value of
€473.6m; this is the first relevant acquisition in the online gambling
world, with Bwin trying to become a leader in the online poker world.
2006/2007 Bwin signs the first relevant partnership between an online
gambling company and a mainstream sport team (Real Madrid in 2007
and AC Milan in 2006). This is the start of a new marketing era, where
online gambling firms make their presence known to the world of
mainstream marketing by spending big money on media campaigns
that start to attract a vast amount of attention towards
the industry.
LEGAL CONTROVERSIES REGARDING ONLINE GAMBLING
2006 The introduction of the Unlawful Internet Gambling Enforcement
Act in the United States meant that all operators targeting US customers
were now legally liable for illegally offering their products to US citizens;
this was the start of the demise of online poker in the US, with huge
repercussions for operators both financially and legally. Two years
later Betsson would pass SEK 1bn in revenue.
THE NEW TREND IN GAMING, CONSOLIDATION
2009 Bwin acquires 100% of GiocoDigitale, one of Italy’s oldest
online gaming sites, for a total sum of approximately €95m. This is
one of the first significant acquisitions in the online gambling industry,
giving Bwin an Italian licence and a strong, dominant position, in one of
the fastest growing markets in the industry.
2009 PartyGaming buys the World Poker Tour operator WPT Enterprises
for $12.3m (£7.5m) in August and in July spent £91.9m to buy UK online
bingo operator Cashcade. This consolidation move makes PartyGaming
one of the largest (if not the largest) poker operator in the industry,
cementing their position in the European poker market.
2011 Bwin interactive merges with Party Poker to form
Bwin.Party Digital.
2011 - 2015 Betsson starts a revolution in online gaming by

first acquiring Betsafe (2011), then the Nordic Gaming Group (2012).
This acquisition spree continued unabated. In 2013 Betsson acquires
the Automaten brands (SverigeAutomaten, NorgesAutomaten
and DanmarksAutomaten), in 2014 it acquired Dutch brands Oranje
Casino and Kroon Casino, and it subsequently bought Europe-bet in
Georgia, TonyBet in Lithuania, and horse betting operator RaceBets
with licences in Ireland, Germany and the UK. The expansion/
consolidation strategy adopted by Betsson will be a milestone
in the industry, with different brands and partners following this
model in later years.
ONLINE GAMBLING AFFILIATION MAKES THE NEWS
2014 The company founded by two Swedish friends in 2008 that
later became Catena Media, completes its first acquisition with Finix
Invest, but this was just the start of the affiliate marketing revolution
in online gambling.
2015 Catena Media acquires eight more companies in the UK,
Netherlands and Belgium, making its presence known in the
online gambling industry.
2016 Catena Media was publicly listed on Nasdaq Stockholm
First North Premier, and in April of the same year it acquires one
of the most prominent affiliate websites, AskGamblers.com, for €15m
($17.1m). This was a milestone in the industry since it has brought to
light the industry’s real potential where partners of operators are able
to follow the same model and gain capital investment from the brands
they promote. Following suit, Catena acquires two British websites –
SBAT.com, a sports statistics and betting tips website, for €13m and
CasinoUK.com, for $13.38m, making Catena media one of the largest
online traffic providers for the industry.
Through these indicators one may note that the online gambling
industry has been an ever-changing industry in the last decade. It
has transformed from an adolescent industry at the beginning of the
20th century, to a fully recognised and regulated pillar of e-commerce,
worldwide. I believe the best is yet to come. Opportunities exist due
to new GEOs opening, to legal gambling, and new types of products
(eSports, fantasy sports etc.) still at their infancy stage, yet emerging as
alternate avenues for us to explore alongside new players entering
the market. Online gambling has been an evolutionary industry that
always tends to be on the ball with technology and e-commerce.
All this goes to show that there are definitely far more surprises in
store of us in the years ahead, so hold on to your hats because the
ride has just started!

GIACOMO BETTONI

Head of Affiliate Management
at Evoke Gaming
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